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FOREWORD 
This RECORD consists of four reports that concern various aspects of manpower man
agement. Because many state transportation agencies are realizing the complexity in
volved in managing multiproject programs and manpower, they will more than likely 
turn toward systems management techniques to program manpower. These reports 
are intended for those involved in manpower management. 

The paper by Oien and Jonas discusses the critical path method (CPM) for manage
ment as used in the design of engineering projects and examines the computer program 
used by the Seattle Engineering Department as part of the CPM approach. The input to 
the computer includes an estimate of time and manpower requirements for each activity 
of each project, the logical sequence of work activities for each project, the relative 
importance or priority of each project, and the total manpower available to accomplish 
project design. 

Miller and Barrett address some issues surrounding systems management techniques, 
and the paper is based on the authors' experience with the Florida Department of Trans
portation's multiproject scheduling system and on interviews with many system users. 
Several behavioral and systems management policies are identified and analyzed in 
light of emerging management theory. Remedial actions and policies are suggested 
where management information system deficiencies are evident. 

The paper by Wilcox briefly reviews some behavioral science findings on the moti
vation of employees and describes a system for employee development. Three basic 
activities of the development system are discussed: delegation of authority, opportunity 
to perform, and evaluation. They are further divided into steps for accomplishing each 
activity. The paper also contains a review of the use of the system by the Wisconsin 
Department of Transportation. 

Verheyen contends that today's most critical management problem is change. He 
asserts that total reliance on systems can prove detrimental and that the manager must 
focus on the human side of management. He further contends that behavioral science 
can provide a valid explanation of motivation and productivity, for it is concerned with 
production and with the individual rather than systems. 

V 



CPM-BASED SYSTEM FOR SCHEDULING AND 
ALLOCATING RESOURCES TO PROJECT DESIGN 
Eric S. Oien and Douglas L. Jonas, Seattle Engineering Department 

As part of the system for managing the design of engineering projects, the 
Seattle Engineering Department uses a computer program based on the 
critical path method. This system, when used with the other parts of the 
larger project management system, provides a means of controlling a 
$250 million, 10-year capital improvement program that results in at 
least $20 million of construction each year. The input to the computer 
includes the estimate of time and manpower requirements for each project, 
the logical sequence of work activities for each project, the relative im
portance or priority of each project, and the total manpower available to 
accomplish the design of projects. The computer is programmed to calcu
late a critical path for all projects and to schedule and allocate resources 
for each project activity, based on priorities and available manpower. The 
output from the computer includes a critical path for all the projects, a 
master schedule for all the projects, an individual schedule for each proj
ect, reports showing the utilization of each type of manpower, graphs of 
the manpower utilization, and a time-scaled arrow diagram for each 
project. 

•AN ENGlNEERlNG MANAGER must meet his organization's goals and objectives 
through the most efficient use of available resources. Allocating resources efficiently 
with respect for priorities is difficult. Historically, managers have used a combina
tion of experience, charts, and "calculated guesswork" to plan and schedule their work. 
The critical path method (CPM) offers the manager an additional tool to accomplish his job. 
A CPM system uses a manager's experience and provides a multiproject schedule that 
efficiently guides allocation of resources. 

In 1963, the Seattle Engineering Department began using a computer to assist CPM 
scheduling of projects and allocation of resources to preconstruction activities . Since 
that time the program has been modified and improved. Today it is an important, 
dynamic management tool. The objectives of the Seattle Engineering Department in 
using the CPM process are to 

1. Obtain maximum utility from available manpower resources, 
2. Provide line managers with a tool for planning day-to-day activities, 
3. Provide a rational basis for making decisions on projects in progress, and 
4. Facilitate long-range planning for the use of resources. 

The computer is programmed to calculate a critical path for a whole network con
taining all projects and to schedule and allocate resources for each project activity 
considering priority and available manpower. 

When scheduling is complete, the computer prints several reports: a critical path 
report for the entire network of projects; a manpower scheduling report that shows the 
start or finish of every activity on any work day; a complete schedule on a project-by
project basis; a schedule by craft rather than by project that shows the start of each 
activity for each craft by workday; and the craft usage graph , which shows the man
power utilization day-by-day for the first 240 working days in the schedule. The com
puter also generates a time-scaled arrow diagram for each project. All these reports 
can be used by several levels of management for both long- and short-range decision
making. 
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Seattie's experience snows that successful app11cat1on of this system requires that 
key people in the organization be prepared to accept and use it. In 1963 the program 
was used on selected individual projects . It required that a CPM specialist work closely 
with the project manager in each case. Successful multiproject scheduling and re
source allocating occurred after management, line supervisors, and project engineers 
were trained in the process and accepted the objectives of preplanned work flow and 
openly adopted project milestones. Teaching the technical process has been relatively 
easy. Gaining acceptance of a change from a process in which project accomplishment 
was haphazard and unplanned to a carefully planned, performance-oriented approach 
has been more difficult . 

As with any significant management change, support by top-level management has 
proved essential . Top management need not know all the step-by-step mechanical 
details but must understand and agree with the concept and objectives of the system 
and demonstrate management support of the system by using the reports to assist 
dec ision-maki.ng. Line supervisori; have had to realize that a computer program can 
and does allocate resources and schedule projects by using the same logic they use. 
It took some experience with the system for many supervisors to realize that the com
puter was not making design or management decisions for them and that it was in fact 
a valuable aid in giving them management information and lead time for making de
cisions. Some sections of the department are more successful in using the system 
than others. In general , success can be traced to the level of commitment of the 
supervisor to work planning and results. 

The thfrd crilical group is project engineers, the managers of individual projects. 
They must be able to plan their projects in a CPM format. They must be able to iden
tify the activities to be done, to estimate the time and manpower required for each 
activity , and to arrange the activities in a logical sequence such as an arrow diagram. 
In Seattle, a 4-hour in-house course in CPM basics was developed and presented to 
project engineers and their supervisors. Interested top management persons also 
attended the class. 

With these three groups prepared, there is still a need for someone to have an inti
mate knowledge of the entire scheduling and resource allocating system. In the Seattle 
Engineering Department, that person is assisted by t hree others and performs the 
following duties: (a) advis es project engineers and supervisors on system or CPM 
questions , (b) provides analysis of the out put r eports , (c) makes r ecommendations to 
management based on these analyses, and (d) updates and processes schedule runs on 
a quarterly basis. 

SCHEDULING PROJECTS AND ALLOCATING RESOURCES 

Figure 1 shows the CPM process that the Seattle Engineering Department uses to 
allocate resources for the 130 or more projects in process at one time. A step-by
step expla.-iation follows. 

step 1-Project Planning 

One of the great advantages of CPM is that planning for how a job will be done is 
separated from scheduling when the job will be done. In the first step, the engineer 
responsible for a project develops an arrow diagram for a logical sequence of work. 

Every function that will be complete prior to construction of the project is reduced 
to detailed work units called activities. Typically, these include numerous reconnais
sance and design functions , gathering of soils and survey information, right-of-way 
and easement acquisition, procurement of construction financing, holding of hearings 
and public meetings, obtaining necessary approvals, and advertising and awarding a 
construction contract. 

Best results are obtained when activities are small rather than large and all
inclusive. For example, one lengthy activity to cover drawing, checking, and revising 
base plans would be better represented by three or more activities, shorter in duration, 
covering the same duties . ,ii .. .. 
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Once activities have been defined, the project engineer then specifies the necessary 
activity sequence. He usually shows the sequence of activities in the form of an arrow 
diagram. Upon seeing his project as an arrow diagram, he may wish to change some 
of his original assumptions regarding the number of activities or order of occurrence. 

The project engineer then estimates the time and manpower required to complete 
each activity. The manpower required is specified by craft, i.e., engineers, drafts
men, survey crews, and by the units in each craft (the number of persons of each type 
to be utilized). The duration estimate for each activity is in workdays. In making his 
estimate of time required, the engineer takes into account historical data on the pro
ductivity of his personnel, sick leaves, and vacation time. His time estimate is then 
long enough to absorb nonproductive time. This time estimate information should be 
added to the arrow diagram. 

Step 1 applies mostly to projects not previously scheduled. For projects that have 
been included previously, the project engineer might only review the arrow diagram, 
remove activities that have been completed, and make revisions to activities that re
main. In any case, every project that will be included in the scheduling run is reviewed 
by the engineer. 

Step 2-Create the Activity File 

In step 2, node numbers are assigned to the nodes on the arrow diagrams, and all 
the information from the arrow diagrams (node numbers, activity name, and time and 
manpower requirements) is coded in a required format and compiled into a data file, 
called the activity file, for the computer run. 

This file presents one of the restraints on the magnitude of the scheduling and re
source allocating system. The number of activities in the file is limited by the avail
able node numbers. Nodes may be numbered from 1 to 4,000. The computer identifies 
activities by their respective beginning and ending nodes (I and J nodes), and each 
activity must be uniquely defined. Additionally, the numbering of nodes must be such 
that all the projects are tied together in one master arrow diagram network, and there 
must be only one entrance and one exit for this network. In the experience of the Seattle 
Engineering Department, these limitations place the maximum number of projects that 
could be included in the file at approximately 150 to 160 projects. The concept is not 
limited, only the particular process now used. Earlier in its development, the system 
was limited to 1,700 activities; it was increased and could be again if necessary. 

When all the activities have been entered into the data file, the file is sorted into 
proper order and is then ready for input to the CPM program. 

step 3-Create the Control File 

A control file must be created before the program is run. This file contains the 
information necessary to support the scheduling and allocation of resources and to 
produce the reports. The file consists of five separate parts, which 

1. Specify which reports are to be printed; 
2. Delineate the total resources available to accomplish the projects; 
3. Specify the calendar date on which the reports will start, the name of the report 

such as departmental schedule, and a heading date to appear on each page of the reports; 
4. Are actually a 5-year calendar, the inputs of which include the starting year of 

the calendar, the number of working days per week, abbreviations for the months, and 
a matrix that establishes the actual working days, i.e., designating the nonworking 
weekends and holidays; and 

5. Specify which crafts will be grouped together in the craft report in order to pro
vide a unique listing for each section head and give the title for each grouping. 

Step 4-Add Priority Data to the Projects 

The program for scheduling and allocating resources is set up in six phases. To 
add priority data to the projects requires that an initial run of the program through its 
first and second phases be made. 
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The first phase of the program tells the computer which data and control files to 
use and how much core storage will be required and generally sets the stage for the 
rest of the run. This phase also checks for data errors. If errors are found, they 
are listed and the program aborts. 

The second phase analyzes the multiproject network in the activity file as if it were 
one large project and finds the early and late start, early and late finish, and the total 
float for each activity. At the directive of the operator, a listing of this information 
for the last activity in each project is obtained. The critical path duration of each 
project can be found by listing all the last activities. 

Priority data are added to a project by altering the total float on the critical path. 
Normally, the total float along the critical path is always zero. However, when all 
projects are in one network, float on a project's critical path will be inversely pro
portionate to the duration of the project. Therefore, the critical path of only the 
iongest proJect in the network will have the zero float. 

Figure 2 shows this condition. The solid lines represent the critical path durations 
of projects A, B, C, and D (the noncritical activities are not shown), and the dashed lines 
represent float time. 

It is seen then that only project C, the longest project, has zero float along its 
critical path. The critical paths of shorter projects in this network have float. 

The engineering department management, through a priority committee, assigns 
a relative priority to the projects. The priority of a project is shown in the program 
by making the total float along the critical path the same as the priority number. This 
is done by adding an activity at the end of the project, called the completion restraint, 
so that the highest priority project has the longest duration. This activity has a dura
tion, but it requires no manpower . 

Figure 3 shows how this works. CR represents the duration of the completion 
restraint. 

For convenience in later use of the output, the priority number is also added to the 
name of the completion restraint activity. Therefore, the activity name, Completion 
Restraint 12, indicates the project with a priority of 12. 

The program is stopped at the end of the second phase. The durations of the com
pletion restraints are calculated and added to the activities in the activity files. These 
completion restraints play an important part in the remaining phases of the program, 
which are now ready to be run. 

step 5-Schedule Projects and Allocate Resources 

The program is started again at phase one because it is not possible to restart the 
program at any other point. Calculations using the new data are made in phase two. 

Phase three is the resource allocating or manpower scheduling phase. It uses the 
critical path analysis from phase two to allocate resources and schedule activities 
according to the following rules: 

1. start an activity on its earliest start time. 
2. start critical activities, identified by least float, first. If two activities are 

equally critical, start the one with shorter duration first (the theory being that a longer 
activity has a better chance than a shorter one of making up "lost time"). If the craft 
called for is unavailable, use an alternate if one is specified. stop a noncritical activity 
that is in progress to start a critical activity (the most recently started activity is the 
first one stopped) . 

3. start noncritical activities . 
4. Delay starting activities if resources are unavailable. If more than 400 activ

ities, ready to start, are waiting at one time, the program will abort. 

This process can be likened to a manual process in which there is a listing of activ
ities, sorted in order of their early start, that are examined day by day. 

On the first day only the activities that have an early start on day 1 are considered. 
Activities are scheduled by allocating resources to activities having highest priority 
(least float) first. When either all the activities that can start that day have been sched
uled or the available manpower has been completely utilized, scheduling for the first 

iii 
iii 
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day is complete. Activities that were not started are placed in a waiting table. These 
activities lose a day of float (and thereby become more critical) for each day they re
main in the waiting table. On the second and succeeding days, the activities that will 
finish on that day are first located, and the manpower is returned to the pool. Next, 
the activities that have an early start of that day, together with the activities in the 
waiting table, are considered for sche.duling. After the first day, if the required man
power is unavailable, the activities already in progress are examined to see whether 
a low-priority activity can be interrupted to utilize the manpowel' on a high-prlul'lly 
activity. When the list of activities has been completely reviewed, scheduling is 
complete. 

The decision rules ensure that work will be done as soon as possible. They also 
place any float after an activity where it can be used in case the time required has been 
underestimated. And, because activities are started in order of their priority, re
~nnrre~ ~.,.p ~llnr?.tPfi !:\~Pnl'"f'1ing fQ thP. p~inT""ity nf tho rnanag.orc • 

When all the activities have been scheduled, phase three is over. The remaining 
three phases sort the information from phases two and three and set up the files neces
sary to produce the reports. 

Steps 6 and 7-Examine Results for Acceptability and Modify as Necessary 

The results are examined by department management to determine their acceptability 
before any information from the program run is distributed. Basically, this is to 
accept or reject the projected occurrence of important project milestones. If the im
portant dates for one or two projects are unacceptable, it may be possible to manually 
adjust and reschedule these projects. If, however, the dates for many projects are 
unacceptable, changes in the activity or control file or both are made, and the program 
is rerun. 

step 8-Distribute Reports 

The following reports can be produced by the program: critical path report, man
power schedule, project report (item report), craft report, craft usage graph, and 
time-scaled arrow diagram (for each project, as scheduled). These reports make up 
the departmental schedule. 

The critical path report (Fig. 4) is a listing of the network analysis. All the activ"" 
ities are listed in order of their total float. This information is useful in analyzing the 
allocation of resources and estimating what would happen if there were no resource 
constraint. 

The manpower schedule (Fig. 5) is a listing of the resource allocation. This report 
includes all activities in the network, listed chronologically in order of workday, and 
tells the reader which activities are started, interrupted (delayed), and finished on 
each workday. This report is, in effect, a master schedule. By comparing the total 
float of an activity shown in the manpower schedule report with the total float shown in 
the critical path for the same activity, we can find how much later than the earliest pos
sible start the activity was actually scheduled. 

The project report (Fig. 6) is a sorting of the manpower scheduling information by 
project. All the activities in one project appear together, listed chronologically. One 
column of this report shows the date an activity starts or is delayed; another column 
shows the total float of an activity at the time it was scheduled. This report is the most 
useful to the project engineer in planning his day-to-day work. 

Information is sorted by craft number as directed by the control file in the craft 
report (Fig. 7). Usually all the crafts from one work section are grouped together 
chronologically. The craft report shows the manager at a glance the projected work 
load for his section. 

The craft usage graph (Fig. 8) is a character plot produced by the printer. The 
graph shows how many people of a craft are working on a given day, but not which 
activities are being worked on. A graph can be produced for crafts with 34 or fewer 
people in them. The graphs cover only 120 or 240 workdays, even though the data may 
be available for longer periods. The + characters indicate the total people available; 
an X indicates the number assigned that day. 

iii 
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Figure 4. Critical path report. 
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Figure 6. Item report. 
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The time-scaled arrow diagram is now only partially produced by the program run. 
A card deck of each project report is generated by the program. This deck, when used 
with a plotter, generates a time-scaled arrow diagram of each project as scheduled. 
The diagram shows activities as solid lines, float or slack time as dashed lines, cal
endar dates, project name, node numbers, activity names, craft codes, and numbers 
of people. The diagram is printed at a scale of 1 in. equals 5 days (Fig. 9). 

USES OF THE SCHEDULE 

The schedule in its final form provides a management tool, useful in both day-to-day 
and long-range planning. The project report, craft report, and craft usage graph show 
the line managers a way that projects can be completed on time with judicious use of 
available resources. When the actual design status is compared with the project re
port, project progress can be measured and requirement changes that may affect this 
progress can be assessed. 

These reports also are a credible, factual method of predicting the dates of im
portant events throughout a project's life. This type of information is valuable not only 
to the internal organization but also to citizen groups, other city departments, and 
state and federal agencies. Often, as a part of an interagency agreement, a schedule 
for accomplishing the design of a project is required. The project report is well suited 
to meet this requirement. 

Often managers ask, "How and where can the organization take on more work? How 
can the most important projects be accelerated through design? Where will personnel 
transfers result in more efficient use of manpower? How would completion dates be 
affected by letting another firm design some of the projects?" 

The critical path report, project report, craft report, and craft usage graph can 
provide a factual basis for answering these questions. The critical path and project 
reports show how and where additional resources could accelerate the completion date 
of a project. The craft report and usage graph show which crafts are and which are 
not fully utilized. If personnel transfers are possible, the critical path and project 
reports show which activities could most use additional manpower. Because unsched
uled special requests always arise, scheduled full utilization of a craft for long periods 
of time indicates that activities, and therefore projects, are probably being delayed 
because of insufficient manpower resources. Reducing the number of projects being 
done by fully utilized crafts will accelerate the completion of remaining projects. The 
critical path and project reports can provide a measure of this acceleration. 

In long-range planning, the schedule provides an aid in programming money, eval
uating overall manpower needs, and preparing a plan to meet a future volume of work. 

The project report predicts a completion date for the preconstruction phase of a 
project, i.e., the date on which construction financing will be required. The schedule 
then can be used to plan for the requirements from each funding source. 

The capital improvement program (CIP) for the City of Seattle shows a 10-year plan 
for all the capital improvements to be made by all the departments in the city. The 
CIP shows the project names, cost estimates, funding sources, and year of expenditure. 
For the engineering department's portion of the CIP, the departmental schedule is used 
for programming funds in the proper year. Once the funding sources have been deter
mined, we can obtain the requirements from each source by weeks, months, quarters, 
or years as desired. 

A measurement of the manpower needs in each craft can be made by using the critical 
path report. By using the early start da~e for each activity, we can plot the usage graph 
that would result if unlimited manpower were available; but unlimited manpower is an 
uneconomic and impractical, if not impossible, condition. However, such a plot is use
ful in making comparisons in related skill groups. For example, the plot may show that 
the number of structural draftsmen required is approximately equal to two and a half 
times the number of structural engineers. This assumes that supervisors are correct 
in their evaluation of both skill level and time required to do a task. If the schedule is 
representative in both types and volume of work usually done, management can then use 
the plot to establish the numbers of each craft to be employed. Also, the size of a craft 



Figure 8. Craft usage report. 
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Figure 9. Time-scaled arrow diagram (original scale: 1 in. = 5 working days) . 
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Figure 10. Per..onnel requirements for design of capital improvements. 
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may be established so that the craft would be fully utilized by activities starting on its 
early start for a period of 6 months. The activities delayed on that basis might result 
in full usage for, say, 1 year, at which time new projects would be undertaken. 

By relating numbers of personnel to total dollars of construction contracts, we can 
begin to prepare for fluctuations in the number of projects or construction dollars avail
able. For example, if with the current manpower resources an average of $30 million 
in contracts is designed each year and if inflation is estimated at 7 percent per year, in 
5 years the same manpower could design $42.09 million in contracts. If projections of 
funds available are generally consistent with the ability to design projects, it could be 
assumed that current personnel levels are adequate for the next 5 years. Projects that 
come about through the development of any unexpected funding sources could be ex
pected to be designed by a consulting firm. Figure 10 shows how such an analysis might 
be presented graphically. The solid portion of the bar indicates that approximately $32 
million per year in construction contracts would be designed in-house with the addition 
of seven people. The portion between the solid and the XX portion of the bars would be 
let to consultants for design. If in the first year the prospective federal grant proves 
to be a reality, the department may wish to reevaluate the manpower requirements us
ing the CPM system and perhaps increase the in-house staff. 
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MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
IN THEORY AND PRACTICE 
N. Craig Miller and Charles C. Barrett, Jr., 

Florida Department of Transportation 

More state transportation agencies are realizing the degree of complexity 
involved in managing multiproject programs and manpower in a multifund 
environment. Many are turning toward systems management techniques 
to effectively program manpower and consume federal funds. However, 
many potential pitfalls loom for systems management techniques or 
management information systems. This paper addresses some of the 
issues surrounding these systems and is based on the authors' experience 
with the Florida Department of Transportation's multiproject scheduling 
system and interviews with many system users. Several possibilities for 
enhancing similar systems and their implementation are suggested. Sev
eral behaviorial and systems management policies are identified and 
analyzed in the light of emerging management theory, and policy actions 
are suggested for the effective interface of system, organization, and user. 

•CHANGING TECHNOLOGY in all fields of transportation, methods of funding, and 
complex operating procedures have resulted in a massive number of critical production 
activities. Efficient allocation of human resources must be stressed to achieve finan
cial goals. Many essential data must be examined, analyzed, and manipulated to pre
vent depletion of manpower expertise by production requirements. Therefore, several 
transportation agencies are searching for a management information system (MIS) to 
help in the timely and efficient use of data. 

There are many areas of concern in the decision-making process: 

1. Fund consumption by category through time, 
2. Pools of resources by their availability, requirements, or time span under alter

native patterns of prioritization, 
3. Particular critical activity (e.g., the environmental impact statement) reviewed 

for all projects simultaneously for resource requirements of specific expertise, 
4. Entire project's work flow and status by task and responsible person. 

The need for MIS first became evident to the Florida Department of Transportation 
management when it was realized that today's spiraling costs for right-of-way and con
struction materials were putting greater demands on the unrestricted state dollar. 
This demand has made it important to capture as many federal dollars as possible for 
construction of transportation facilities, thereby releasing state dollars for precon
struction activities. 

The ability of a transportation agency to accomplish this game plan of increased 
federal-aid activity depends entirely on its ability to comply with all applicable policies 
of FHW A in a timely and efficient manner. 

Before the development, design, and implementation of an MIS are analyzed, a frame
work in which to weave interrelated policies of management systems and management 
theory should be constructed. We will use two general categories: behavioral 
(theory Y) and nonbehavioral (theory X). 

Some of the popular names of the various schools of thought associated with the be
havioral school include social systems, behavioral science, value theory, and human 
relations. The nonbehavioral school is usually associated with functional or classical 
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scientific schools, management systems, information theory, decision theory, mathe
matical schools, management science, managerial economics, and operations research. 

It is important to point out that few if any theorists or managers follow either ex
treme school of thought. Rather, most effective managers use theories and philosoph
ies from several, if not all, schools. We will discuss using an MIS to integrate and resolve 
some of the conflicts in finding an optimum overall management strategy and the way 
to successfully implement such a system. Both categories of management theory should 
be applied to effectively manage a large transportation organization, and a properly 
designed policy package, an MIS, organizational framework, and implementation proce
dure can optimize and implement the mix of managerial philosophies in a complex 
organization. 

A separate category is proposed for those schools of management that incorporate 
the variables of both the nonbehavioral and behavioral categories. We believe that 
the closely related schools of decision theory, information theory, and management 
systems can provide the focal point for achieving both human and organizational goals 
within a large organization. However, to do this within the framework of the tradi
tionally slow-moving machinery of a transportation agency creates several interrelated 
issues. This paper addresses three categories related to potential factors that may 
affect the success or failure of an MIS. These categories are (a) the organizational 
environment, including internal managerial policy, organizational structure-role defini
tion, individual behavior, and group behavior; (b) system variables, including software 
design features, MIS staffing patterns and loads, and human procedures; and (c) 
organization-system interface or the implementation procedure. 

OPTIMIZING THE MIX OF MANAGEMENT 
AND ORGANIZATIONAL POLICIES 

Some of the major problems regarding the implementation of these systems are 
produced by the environment in which the system is immersed. Top management's 
control over the organizational environment is exerted primarily through policy deci
sions that affect the roles and behavior exhibited by the people in the organization. 
These people, in turn, control the success or failure of the system. One of the major 
points of this paper is that it is naive to assume that a major change in an organization, 
such as the installation of an MIS, can be achieved through the application of purely 
authoratative, nonbehavioral management policy. 

At the same time, it is naive to assume that a behaviorally oriented system can be 
installed under a behavioral strategy and survive in a nonbehavioral organizational 
environment. A policy package is presented that should prime the organization for 
acceptance of MIS. 

Specialization 

The principle of division of labor is sound in theory inasmuch as it is based on the 
assumption that one man does few things better than many men. This logic seems 
unshakable until the behavioral components of monotony and fatigue, which decrease 
efficiency, are introduced. The need of man to feel important and take pride in pro
ducing a quality end product seems to be overlooked by the nonbehavioral approach. 
The point is that both extreme specialization and extreme nonspecialization have the 
capacity to defeat the purpose of the organization. The MIS can overcome this dilemma 
by assigning responsibility and credit for task achievement to a project manager and 
his team. When project managers are set up at the operating management level, the 
labor is divided and can be specialized within reasonable bounds. 

Departmentalization 

The principle of departmentalization may be termed a macroapplication of speciali
zation when accomplished by process. However, departmentalization may also take 
place by purpose, clientele, and place. Departmentalization by process lends itself to 
the same economies generated by specialization with possible losses due to scheduling, 
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interdepartmental coordination, and cooperation. The behaviorist's view emphasizes 
the need for man to feel important in achieving an end product and warns of dangers of 
lowered quality due to departmental subgoal dominance over total organizational goals. 
Behaviorists point out the possible loss of additional energy potential generated by 
"synergistic," cohesive social groups. In designing and applying management infor
mation systems, the project manager and his team form the informal working group 
within the formal organization which creates a grass-roots nucleus for a highly moti
vated group that is well-run and effectively controlled. Potential departmental com
munication gaps are also bridged by MIS. 

Coordination 

Coordination is essential in the application of specialization to ensure a unified 
direction. The effectiveness of any coordinative activity depends on the communication 
~y~tPm f\f thP A,-.g!lni'?.2tinn. l\rnnhoh~uin~iQt~ p'rofa'!" 11'-!ing t-he hiert:1'rrhy ~C t},e1-r rn.-

Ordinating device. The formal organization chart, with well-defined job descriptions 
that eliminate overlap of functions, makes the mission of the parts clear by relying on 
principles of control and communication. 

The behaviorists complain that coordination by hierarchy dampens creativity, re
strains free informal communication, and overloads the formal communication systems, 
which can defeat the attempt to coordinate. The preferred behavioral means of co
ordination eliminates the superior-subordinate relationship of the hierarchy and re-
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MIS can make the situation known not only by enabling top and middle management 
to make good decisions, but also by providing direct information to operating management, 
which negates some need for direct superior-subordinate control and direction, except 
in cases of deviant performance. The fact that decision-making is delegated to operat
ing management also helps to motivate production. The fact that formal and informal 
channels of communication are supplemented with an MIS only further enhances the de
gree of coordination achieved by an organization. Even though MIS is a formal device, 
its pattern of interaction with the organization's participants is informal. 

Coordination by committee is another way of achieving participation in decision
making. Advantages include better decisions based on error scattering and speciali
zation within the group and more sharing of information, interaction, and cooperation. 
Nonbehaviorists argue that committees encourage irresponsibility; are less considerate, 
indecisive, more unscrupulous, and expensive; and cannot lead. However, MIS may require 
the committee approach in the goal-setting process. We feel that participative decision
making sessions are required in the management's planning and organizing sequence 
and should be used in preparing first-cut man-loadings, schedules, and production 
standards. 

Decentralization 

The need for coordination may be minimized by decentralization. The creation of 
an autonomous, independent unit negates the need for interdepartment negotiations and 
cooperation. All the components essential for achieving the objective are self
contained, and authority is set equal to responsibility in the unit head. Central controls 
depend extremeiy on communication when decentralization is applied. This suggest that 
MIS ensure a reliable, truthful communications bridge over the decentralization gap. 

Decentralization is a combination of departmentalization by purpose and delegation. 
Many large highway or transportation organizations, such as the Florida OOT, decen
tralize by place, naming district engineers responsible for overall district production. 
MIS can be misused or misinterpreted by district engineers in this type of organization. 

Unity of Command 

The principle of unity of command states that only one person should have ultimate 
authority over others. The general premise is that conflicting commands must be re
solved and that inefficiency arises if a mutual superior of two supervisors must be iii 
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continually consulted concerning overlapping authority. Conflicts with this principle 
sometimes arise when the staff approach is used to operate and maintain MIS. The 
MIS staff must serve cooperatively and share the responsibility of production with the 
line supervisor. 

Departmentalization and Staff-Line Relationships 

Where and how to locate the functions related to day-to-day operation and mainte
nance of MIS are key issues. The choices are clear: (a) Allocate MIS operation 
functions among existing departments and personnel, or (b) create a new department 
or staff for this purpose. We recommend b for several reasons: 

1. Quality control over the reporting process needs to take place in a department or 
scalar level separate from the department doing the reporting, and it is unlikely that 
top management would find time to do this; 

2. Addition of new functions to already overloaded work centers could find MIS 
operation functions taking a back seat to other seemingly more important day-to-day 
production functions; and 

3. Training and advocacy functions are required on a full-time basis during im
plementation and are best executed by a separate bureau. 

The most rational location for a new bureau is usually a staff position. In decen
tralized operations, the bureau should also be decentralized to provide the closest pos
sible communications linkage between actual operations and the system. 

At the Florida OOT both of these policies were carried out. A new program de
velopment, management, and scheduling (PDMS) bureau was created in the planning and 
programming division, and decentralized PDMS engineers are located in each of the 
district organizations. Even though this bureau was located in an existing division, it 
behaved like a staff bureau because it generated information of critical importance to 
top management decision-making. In short, the PDMS bureau's level and pattern of 
interaction with top management took on direct and frequent characteristics more 
closely associated with a staff-advisory role than with a formal, chain-of-command 
pattern. This suggests the unnecessary possibility of conflicting informal and formal 
communication patterns between top planning officials and top PDMS officials. Although 
this possibility of conflict did not manifest itself in any serious manner in the Florida 
OOT, the location of the MIS function in a formal staff role could improve the overall 
organizational setting and enhance the probability of successful, rapid implementation 
of MIS. 

Unavoidable traditional staff-line problems can be minimized through careful selec
tion and training of staff personnel in the role they are to play. This does not imply 
deceit, but stresses the fact that new staff people should strive not only to avoid actual 
"take-over" of many managerial functions but also to avoid allowing their actions to be 
interpreted as such. At the Florida OOT, the role of PDMS was defined in the districts 
as service-oriented and was only to assist management functions normally performed 
by others. This role was not an entirely accurate picture of PDMS functions, but any 
of management's fear of bureaucratic, territorial infringement was allayed. 

Delegation 

Behaviorists' approach to delegation is also more liberal than that of nonbehaviorists 
who tend to centralize authority while assuming that subordinates have no initiative; 
this justifies their authoritarian leadership style. Behaviorists urge maximum delega
tion of responsibility to develop initiative, morale, and energy. Higher motivation can 
be achieved by establishing a feeling of personal self-worth. The delegation of project 
management responsibility to operating management is required by an MIS in order to 
obtain firsthand, high-quality project status reports and manpower forecasts. MIS 
enables subordinates to participate in and influence the project management planning 
process and thereby produces a greater feeling of importance. 
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8pan of Control and Impact on Organization 8tructure 

The principle of span of control restricts the number of a superior's subordinates 
to an effectively managed quantity. This is a prime factor in organizational design. 
It governs the number of levels in the organization. Although it is efficient to minimize 
the number of scalar levels, this may place a burden on supervisors' span of control. 

As pointed out by Simon (22), the installation of a computer-based MIS (if effective) 
will increase the span of control of top management by enabling more effective use of 
time. Eventually, automated systems could negate the need for a middle management 
level and reduce the number of filters through which information has to pass. This 
would eliminate a source of information distortion and bias. It then becomes possible 
to restructure organizations toward behavioral organizational goals as opposed to 
classical or authoritative approaches. The systems view toward organization design 
should also be within the scope of an implementation strategy for MIS. 

Jt now a.ppewrs that emerg-ing- ma.naeement theory realizes that many authoritative 
or classical principles of management still have a role to play despite disagreement 
by psychologists and behavioral scientists. But this role appears limited in its ap
plication to routinized functions and decision systems. It is suggested that bureaucratic 
procedures would continue to be effective in managing these functions. However, the 
increased efficiency of the reporting system would negate many of the functions now 
performed by middle management and suggests a need to diminish manpower allocated 
at this level or to reallocate it to a production or operating management level. A con
l'IPrv::itivP PY::irnnlP nf thP r1>i.1tr11l"t11rin<T nf ::i fnrrn::il nr<T::ini7.::itinn ii.t l'lhnwn in l<'i011rP 1 _ - -- . ----· - --------s:--- -- ---- - ---- --------o -- -- -------- --0------------ -- ---- ·-- -- - -c,--- - --

Although this formal restructuring of the organization takes place on a functional 
basis, behavioral or social-systems-related changes in the informal organizational 
structure must be made to more effectively achieve the management functions of 
planning and organizing. Regarding the Florida OOT multiproject scheduling system 
(MPSS), these functions encompass the process of developing the trial activity chart. 
This process, by design, requires some balance of forecasting skills and goal-setting 
talent. The structuring and sequencing of activities through time lend themselves to 
a participative approach as suggested by emerging management theory. In the de
velopment of the project work plan, the issue of what is most likely achievable is 
hammered out. Demands of top management for higher productivity and more strin
gent, pressing schedule goals and production standards must be conditioned on operat
ing managements' ability to achieve these goals. The negotiating or partisan mutual 
adjustment process that must take place at this point cannot be effectively conducted 
within the confines of a formal organizational mechanism. Here the social-systems 

Figure 1. Organization structure (a) before and (b) after successful implementation of MIS. 

(a) (bl 

iiiii 
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or team approach to problem solving appears most appropriate (e.g., Likerts' "linking 
pin" organization). 

This structure calls for some dissipation of the formal superior-subordinate roles 
and a complex pattern of interaction as opposed to the chain-of-command approach. A 
less well-defined division of labor that permits freer corporate role definition and 
more effective expression of group inputs is also characteristic of this organizational 
form. 

Control 

The behavioral view, with emphasis on self-control, asks, "Who has the ultimate 
operational control?" The answer is the man at the bottom of the hierarchy, the worker. 
This is a good argument for stressing motivation and self-control. However, non
behaviorists stress the aspect of administrative control. Communication becomes a 
necessary prerequisite of any administrative control technique. Information on ac
curate standards of production must be communicated if measurement, comparison, 
and analysis of deviations from the planned tolerance band are to take place. 

Control serves the planning function, pinpoints locations of coordination difficulties, 
and aids top management in revising policies and procedures to better effect organiza
tional goals. Behaviorists contend that budgets, MIS, and similar controls evoke feel
ings of dependency and passiveness that negatively affect efficiency. They also argue 
that formal controls introduce pressure, interdepartmental strife, psychological failure, 
and communication failures between the line and budget people. The degree of control 
also affects the goals of decentralization: Too much control by the central office can 
defeat its purpose. Control techniques should be motivational and selective in character 
and avoid stimulating resentment. 

To effectively design MIS into an organization requires that behavioral circum
stances and needs of the organization be assessed. This indicates the degree of con
trol and the level of communication required and some possible adverse consequences. 
Aspects of both the behavioral and nonbehavioral schools should be used to minimize 
the negative impact of the system. Whether MIS is perceived as a spy-machine will 
depend on the procedure used for implementing the system, the personalities and mode 
of operation of the people implementing it, and its actual design purposes. 

DESIGN OF TOTAL MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM 

Human Behavior, A Relevant Variable in Systems Analysis 

The authors believe that the singular application of either the behavioral or non
behavioral approach in the design of MIS will certainly lead to failure of the system. 
For example, if only behavioral techniques are used in the design of the system, the 
managerial goal of economic performance will likely be compromised by individual 
needs, thus limiting MIS' s ability to assist top management in controlling and effectively 
managing the organization. On the other hand, if only nonbehavioral constraints are 
used in the design of MIS, the system will likely be sabotaged or rejected or both by 
the human element of the organization. 

Ironically, most designers of MIS probably lay some claim to the title systems 
analyst. It would appear that professionals well versed in the systems approach could 
never make the mistake of foregetting to incorporate the relevant variable of human 
behavior into their systems, yet it happens. Surprisingly, most systems analysis texts 
either totally neglect or only give lip service to the human behavior variable of man
machine systems. 

MIS Design Objectives and Policies 

One of the essential ingredients in the successful implementation of MIS is the sys
tem itself. Too often, system designers are product-oriented rather than market
oriented. The system must respond to the needs of the organization and its users. 
We regard becoming product-oriented as a mistake; the product design must be based 
on user needs. 
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To acn1eve i:n1s requires i:nai: i:ne system ciesigner suncu ana ooi:ain top, midciie, and 
operating managements' inputs into the goal-formulation process. What specific deci
sions should the system assist each "market segment" in making? What information 
is relevant to the execution of these decisions, and how can this information be most 
effectively displayed? Such questions should be asked at the outset to secure the par
ticipation of all levels of management. This will assist in the implementation of the 
system by avoiding the appearance of something new being "rammed down the throats" 
of the users. Opposite feelings can be evoked by giving the users a strong voice in the 
system design process. This is one area where the .l<'lorida lJO'l' design procedure 
could have been improved. Some complaints of MPSS users were centered around the 
facts that the MPSS did not adequately fill their needs and it was something being forced 
on them over which they had no control. This implies a certain amount of resentment 
due to nonparticipation in the planning process. 

The system design process should also focus on the human aspects of the man-
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to permanently avoid any deficiency or anomaly on the part of the machine's responsi
bilities. It is unlikely that an error caused by human performance will never occur. 
Therefore, several basic system design policies are recommended. 

Equal or greater emphasis, effort, and dollars should be expended to develop sim
plified, concise, clear, and meaningful user instructions. As much analysis is needed 
to find an optimum human procedure as to formulate a computer procedure. 

Paper work should be minimized. An all-out effort needs to be directed to avoiding 
the ''probe effect,,. disrupting production-the vadable being measured-by MiS-the 
tool being used to measure production, The Florida DOT found that many reports could 
be eliminated and replaced by the MPSS and this would mean less paperwork, a positive 
attribute for acceptance of the system. However, some reluctance to release the old 
procedures of reporting was experienced in districts that did not achieve a satisfactory 
level of reliability in the MPSS immediately. This created an unnecessary work load 
that eroded confidence in the system and absorbed efforts that could have enhanced the 
system's reliability. 

In addition to minimizing paper work, the system should be designed to minimize the 
number of MIS staff people required to operate the system. One feature discussed but 
not yet installed in the Florida DOT MPSS is an automatic resource-leveling module, 
which would relieve the PDMS engineer from hand-allocating and gaming manpower 
imbalances to achieve an optimum multiproject manpower plan. 

The system should be modular and provide flexibility for future modifications to the 
system in order to continue to be responsive to user needs. An important additional 
feature of the system is the level of manpower allocated to perform system servicing 
functions. This allocation should include sufficient manpower to solicit user percep
tions and continually update and enhance the system in response to changing user needs. 
The Florida DOT system has sufficient modularity, but users have complained of an 
inability of PDMS to modify and improve the system in accordance with their requests. 
This stems primarily from an insufficient manpower capability at the working level on 
the PDMS staff. 

It is important to ensure that both the system and the user procedures produce 
relevant, useful, coherent information in a timely manner. Outputs should be unclut
tered, readable, and concise and produced in accordance with a reliable schedule. 

Specific Features 

Florida DOT experience with MIS relates mainly to MPSS (the first data based sys
tem) and the later base subsystems and parallel data systems. 

MPSS was first developed "to provide a two-way communications network covering 
the entire state, within which everyone speaks the same language." This allows manage
ment at all levels to analyze the production capabilities of all areas of expertise for 
manpower needs within any specific time frame over 2 fiscal years. 

The project record system (PRS) was later developed to define each implementable 
project within the 5-year work program and budget. PRS also established project iiiii 
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identity parameters, common to the MPSS and its subsystems, and identified the "multi
fund environment" with respect to those projects, funding alternatives, and total goals 
of Florida DOT. 

Several secondary objectives were immediately realized from these two parallel 
systems while subsystems were being developed to satisfy newly defined needs. These 
objectives include the abilities to 

1. Forecast preconstruction manpower (production) requirements to accomplish the 
work program, 

2. Properly allocate and collect work changes by phase of project, 
3. Report accomplishment of work activities, keeping key levels of management 

informed of overall project status as well as intraproject activity, 
4. Estimate needs and relative control over external production necessary in reduc

ing peak-period production requirements, and 
5. View expected project completion dates. 

Besides the accomplishment of these objectives, there is a need for having an ability 
to forecast cash payouts. This would help management discover its level of contracting 
power in right-of-way acquisition and construction contracts. 

Before this could be totally accomplished the need to analyze jobs scheduled to be 
let during any given month was evident. Hence, the contract-letting schedule system 
(CLSS), which gleans project completion dates from the MPSS and identifies them by 
fund from the PRS was created, thus producing a monthly letting schedule of projects 
completing production. The financial forecasting system was created to track antici
pated payouts in right-of-way from the MPSS and anticipated payouts in construction 
contracts from the CLSS. 

These systems and subsystems provided the basic operating components of Florida's 
MIS. There are many other subsystems that interact with these systems, but to elab
orate in detail on Florida's MIS and all its subsystems would necessitate an independent 
paper in itself. The description here relates the cohesive interaction of experience in 
MIS to some ofthe importantfeatures a general MIS could contain in alargetransportation 
agency. Figure 2 shows a simplified flow diagram of Florida's overall MIS. 

In considering desirable system features, an MIS designer should always consider 
simplicity first. The system should function effectiv(;!ly with the smallest amount of 
input data possible yet yield the most flexible data displays for all managerial levels. 

The Florida MPSS in its biweekly update cycle displays to operating management 
what has been done against what was to be done. This update takes "actual" manpower 
utilization by job class expertise for any specific phase of production during a 2-week 
period and stores it against originally scheduled manpower utilization "predictions." 

The operating manager can look at the updated project plan (a full work element 
flow diagram of interfaced critical activity and events) and discover what work has 
been accomplished as it relates to other satellite production units' work. Any dis
crepancies should be analyzed with the operations manager so that any reassignments 
of work efforts are balanced with overall unit objectives. 

The middle manager reviews the top management report for overviews of project 
development, by examining and investigating exceptions, and weighs management's 
yield against the LOB for efficient manpower utilization. This provides the proper in
terface through formal communication with operating management and project manage
ment for final production and program decisions before top management stabs at the 
problems unresolvable at lower levels. 

The next important step in features design is human operations. Input requirements 
should be minimized to allow the systems to become operational as soon as possible. 

IMPLEMENTATION 

Top Management's Perceptions of Decentralized Organizations 

One potential source of difficulty in a large decentralized organization that attempts 
to install an MIS is the use and purpose of the system as viewed by top management. 
It is not difficult for an uninformed district manager-engineer to perceive the installa-
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tion of such a system as (a) a power play by some individuals in the central office, 
which is designed to further their own self-interest and stature or justify their existence 
in the organization or (b) a spy machine that is designed to find out what the district 
manager is doing wrong and discredit him wherever possible. 

If either of these views or similar views are permitted to exist, then surely only 
minimal MIS success can be realized in those district units. At worst, the district 
manager can assist lower management in discrediting the new system and succeed in 
its complete sabotage. 

The remedy for this syndrome is simply for top management in the central office to 
enlighten the district unit and gain its participation in the planning and design of the 
system. As a result, the credit for its success will be shared with district manage
ment as well. Because top management will not likely learn of interdepartment rival
ries and jealousies, it must assume that they exist and take actions to ameliorate the 
conflict by formulating and presiding over formal or informal policy committees com
posed of potential groups that are responsible for system development and implementation. 

Potential Lower Management Resistance 

Fears are the foremost reason for rejection of a new system of management opera
tions. Being "found out" by MIS is one fear felt by the less competent operating man
agers. MIS, when properly designed and executed, can assist top management in dis
covering units that exhibit poor schedule or production performance. This should not 
be concealed in any way inasmuch as it would only lead to lack of confidence in top 
management's integrity. In fact, there should be no attempt to alleviate this type of 
fear because it could be the motivational force that makes effective managers out of 
some ineffective ones. Although the threat to security is a negative force in the im
plementation of MIS, it can be a positive force in the motivation of those managers most 
likely to exhibit the greatest fears. 

Another fear that may be exhibited by middle management is that of losing authority. 
In cases where middle management hordes information to gain dependency relation
ships with its colleagues, MIS can force a release of this bottlenecked information 
through required reporting procedures. There is no remedy, nor should there be any, 
for this type of fear because individuals guilty of this practice are defeating the pur
poses of the organization for self-gain. Attempts on the part of these individuals to 
sabotage the system can be thwarted by instituting close quality control over the infor
mation supplied by these managers to the system and by inducing more participative 
decision systems into the organization before MIS is implemented. This will also ease 
the pain of any redistribution of authority and power after the installation of the MIS. 

The type of fear that should not be allowed to exist is fear of the unknown. It is the 
responsibility of top management and its MIS implementation force to ensure that the 
system, its functions, purposes, advantages, and disadvantages are honestly displayed 
and understood by all involved. 

Interdepartmental Politics 

A final form of resistance may develop where decision-making responsibility ap
pears to be infringed on by a newly formed MIS bureau of staff authority. Although 
many MIS functions will be newly created functions, those related to personnel require
ments (man-loadings) and accounting (financial planning) may create fears or overlap 
of MIS management functions with those of the personnel department or the accounting 
department. The concept of bureau territoriality and its resulting conflicts (8) can re
sult in the demise of the system if top management does not take actions to see that the 
competing bureaus identifythe same specific objectives and ultimate departmental goals. 
Once the correct objectives are clearly identified, it then becomes possible for top 
management to direct and induce by policy the mutual cooperation, participation, and 
responsibility for seeking out and achieving staffing levels and lines of responsibility 
necessary to consume anticipated (or gamed) funding situations dictated by the external 
organizational environment. 

A classical example of prime importance to top management in establishment of MIS 
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1s the coniiict oi atiempi:ing i.u ::zeru-uut" d.t;t;uu.nta ui· lcrw·~i- ~Aiatiug ca.oh bal~ucc3 
that are in excess of legal requirement and flow more usable cash into the economy 
versus attempting to see that balances do not fall below a higher level. The accounting 
function deals with finance in real time, the here and now. The MIS function is one of 
forecasting, anticipating, predicting, and attempting to consume forecast financing by 
making optimum manpower allocation decisions now. It is important to recognize that 
the strategic decisions suggested by information gained from MIS must be subject to the 
dictates of the legislative authority vested in the accounting system. Therefore, it is 
incumbent on top management to see that this relatlonshlp ls clearly uuder~tood by both 
parties and that unified objectives are applied by those in leadership roles in the poten
tially competing bureaus. It is also important to recognize and be sensitive to the value 
of equally distributed rewards in defeating competitive, jealous, antigoal sentiments 
generated by potential or actual overlaps in areas of functional responsibility. 

These same policies apply to personnel-MIS relationships. In fact, a new role may 
be carvec.i uui. u.f ihe iviIS in1plerne11tatiou process fo:r thG personnel department: moni 
toring social and behavioral tendencies precipitated from current system implementa
tion policy and suggesting alternative policies as required. The personnel department 
can also be of great assistance in solving turnover problems in critical production units 
and by altering obsolete personnel policies. 

Strategy for Implementation 

MIS implementation by its very nature affects the people in the organization, the 
policy systems of the organization, and the design of the organizational structure itself. 
Being incompatible with any of these eiements will certainly help the demise of the 
system. Therefore, one of the broad design objectives of MIS should be to maximize 
its compatibility with existing human behavior patterns, organizational policies, and 
organizational structure. However, achievement of this objective is limited severely 
by the fact that the system, its implementation, and operation will certainly alter each 
of these elements of the organization. In short, some changes will be necessary in the 
organizational environment of the MIS if it is to survive. These changes must come 
from top management. 

This was found to be particularly true in the Florida DOT. In interviews with MPSS 
users in the various districts, the degree of success of the system in a particular dis
trict was very strongly correlated with the degree to which top management in that 
district supported and used the system. 

The support needed from top management should be spelled out, and commitments 
should be obtained before MIS is designed. This support should come in the form of 
new policies, organizational structure modifications, and a total commitment to install 
the MIS successfully. 

It is assumed that most large state transportation organizations are managed pre
dominantly under the traditional or nonbehavioral approach. Unpublished surveys 
studied by the Business Science Corporation, during management seminars conducted 
for state transportation agencies, support this. If MIS is to incorporate behavioral 
tactics and simultaneously be consistent with the organization's policies, then it would 
follow that some measure of behavioral policy will need to be integrated into the non
behavioral organization. 

Top management must modify the organization's structure in a way that houses and 
interfaces MIS and its procedures with the rest of the organization. These modifica
tions can be formal or informal. 

Formal modifications include the creation of a staff to operate and manage the sys
tem (and possibly the alteration of the number of scalar levels or the broadening of 
spans of control). However, these modifications can be achieved informally through 
rechanneling informal informational flow patterns and redefining roles. 

Top Management Commitment to Install MIS Successfully 

Top management must seek out the goal of successful implementation and operation 
of MIS and convey that desire to the organization as a whole. The importance and sig- ii 
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nificance of top management's commitment to this end are summed up by a middle 
manager at the Florida OOT: "When you are told to get with it, you get with it, even if 
it is not worth getting with." Whereas the negative sentiment implied is not typical of 
all Florida OOT middle managers, it does point up the fact that a top management com
mitment can have considerable influence on the behavior of system users who are un
decided about the usefulness of the system. 

Successful selling of a new product depends first on developing a product that is 
responsive to some market need and then on demonstrating that it does, in fact, fill 
that need. The top management commitment to absorb beginning costs and get the ball 
rolling is crucial to achieving the demonstration goal inasmuch as it can be guaranteed 
that everyone will not be sold on the product during orientation and training. However, 
it is during the orientation and training program that top management should mention its 
desire for successful implementation of MIS and demonstrate knowledge of the system 
and its goals. 

EXTERNAL MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 

External Organizational Goals and Interorganizational Relations 

The overall external strategy of any organization is entirely a function of the phi
losophy of top management in the organization and the external environment with which 
top management is confronted. The important message here is the fact that a success
fully operating MIS presents top management with an infinitely greater capability to 
compete, affect, and exploit, rather than adapt to, the external environment. These 
same strategic planning concepts apply to the decentralized units of organization that 
compete with one another to consume their work programs within minimum time spans 
by exploiting and capturing discretionary statewide expenditure commitments when 
other districts are unable to consume their monthly or quarterly program allocation. 
These concepts also suggest some notion of a distorted profit objective in public ad
ministration, which has been criticized for its lack of survival motivation prevalent in 
private industry. But, again, an entire paper could be devoted to this subject alone. 
Let it suffice to say that MIS can assist in producing healthy, competitive, strategic 
intraorganizational behavior through a strategic planning mechanism. 

SUMMARY 

This paper has not attempted the impossible task of designing in detail MIS for uni
versal use by all large transportation agencies. It has identified the key issues as
sociated with the organizational environment, general development and design of the 
system, and strategy development for implementation based on the Florida OOT ex
perience. Specific goals, policies, and stragegy are recommended for use in resolving 
many of the more pertinent policy issues that large decentralized transportation or
ganizations should expect to confront once the decision is made to install MIS. The 
relationship between the many factors affecting the success or failure of MIS is ad
dressed, and a total systems approach, which includes emphasis on human behavior as 
a relevant variable, is suggested. A short comment on the relationship between sue -
cessful MIS operations and strategic internal and external organization behavior is 
offered. 
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MANAGEMENT RENAISSANCE 
John L. Wilcox, J. L. Wilcox and Company 

Knowledge, technology, attitudes, trends, and events create today's most 
critical management problem: change. Results or achievement is im
portant to the manager who must deal with change and who must maintain 
a balance between the management of systems and the management of peo
ple. Total reliance on systems can prove detrimental. The manager must 
focus on the human side of management. Behavioral science can provide a 
valid explanation of motivation and productivity, for it concerns itself with 
production and the individual rather than with systems. Behavioral science 
can help to convert professional engineers into professional managers 
through self-development and organization development. 

•MOST MANAGERS identify critical management problems as crises in labor relations, 
availability of adequate financing, lack or excess of information, rate of technological 
advance, and other equally disturbing conditions. Whether a condition or group of con
ditions exists in deficit or surplus makes little difference; the problems created for 
today's manager by society are truly staggering. Other managers, however, are say
ing that today's most critical management problem is change . 

Regardless of specialization, nothing affects our vocational life more than change. 
Knowledge and technology-not to mention attitudes, trends, and events-are confront
ing us at such a rate that change has become a constant. The pressure on managers 
not only to be abreast of events but also to be able to predict future trends and condi
tions is increasing daily. It should not be surprising, then, that learning to deal with 
change, to manage it by developing a climate that not only accepts it but is conducive 
to it, has become a mark of the professional manager. 

THE CHALLENGE 

Our society is built on service and profit. Service is important from the public sec
tor and is measured by citizens in terms of physical facilities, protection, and social 
assistance. Profit is important from the private sector and is measured by citizens in 
terms of dollars. In one respect the public mind does not necessarily distinguish be
tween the two: Both represent or are a measurement of results. Results not only are 
important to the effective manager but also must be foremost in his mind. 

Within that results-oriented atmosphere, managers are faced with developing pro
cesses that will allow them to manage in an intelligent, informed, and expeditious man
ner. Given that American managers work in the most technologically advanced society 
in the history of civilization, it is easy to understand why so many have turned to man
ual and computer-based systems for assistance in dealing with change and producing 
results. 

The challenge seems to be achieving a certain detachment from the day-to-day pres
sures brought about by change and demand for results to determine the most appropri
ate balance between management of systems and management of people. We contend 
that an imbalance between the two exists and that in many sectors the reliance on sys
tems to do the entire job has reached a detrimental level. 

A CASE STUDY 

A large public works department was beset by a difficult but not unusual dilemma. 
The department had a large number of approved projects on its capital improvement 
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groups to reduce the preconstruction time required by the department to increase the 
tangible results of the department. Upper middle management personnel, protected by 
civil service, had historically enjoyed near autonomy over its areas of responsibility. 
An exorbitant amount of time and energy was spent in protecting that autonomy. 

The usual ploy used to increase power was to increase staff. This was accomplished 
by stockpiling and inventing work and requiring overengineered designs. The managers 
further increased their power by reviewing designs of other sections in great detail to 
find and recommend some slight mudifleallun 01· eha111:1,e. The result ofte11 was arbitrary 
and unneeded design changes. The managers also increased their area of responsibility 
by unilaterally assuming new responsibility. This led to duplicate functions within the 
department and jurisdictional disputes. 

Department management's challenge was clear. Projects had to be speeded through 
a hostile and competitive group of divisions and sections. The department's solution 
wa.s tu install an expensive but ;;tell - ccncciv~d project management system. Theoreti
cally, the system gave project responsibility for the entire preconstruction phase to a 
single engineer. It was assumed that a secondary benefit of the system would be the 
reduction of the competing supervisors' power and an increase in interdivisional and 
section cooperation. 

In practice neither happened. The project management system was installed. Proj
ect engineers, buoyed by the opportunity to demonstrate their competence, seized the 
challenge. Section managers watched with alarm, thinking that the new system was a 
direct attack on their own power and aulhol'ity. Still having the power of promotional 
recommendation an.ct veto in their hands, the managers were soon able to kill the results 
orientation of the project engineers, and within months the project engineers were re
duced to little more than clerks. Department management had failed to recognize that 
solidly entrenched, autocratic supervisors would see change as an attack and would re
act with active, open resistance to it. Management had failed to recognize the impor
tance of a concomitant effort to prepare the department for change when the system was 
being introduced. 

Today, this public works organization is faced with a system that makes tremendous 
demands on the organization but does nothing to support the organization's efforts. It 
requires a major expenditure of time and attention, yet it does not relate to the actual 
work being accomplished. To revert to the old method of project management would be 
a clear invitation to chaos and disaster; therefore, management is attempting to repair 
what it now has. Fortunately, these efforts are succeeding, and the department can 
look forward to the day when the project management system will play its proper, sup
portive role within a full-productivity climate. This role is based on interpersonal 
competence, meaningful goals, helpful systems, and individual and group self
actualization. 

This department discovered that there is more to effective management than the de
velopment of sophisticated systems. Such discoveries are bringing the human side of 
management back into focus. 

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 

Coincident with our country's rush to embrace technological advance has been a rush 
to discover the nature of the American worker and his reiationship to groups within the 
work environment. The growth of professional engineering, for instance, has been 
matched by the growth of a smaller, but equally dedicated, group: behavioral scientists. 
Their research, opinions, and findings with practical applications for industry and gov
ernment are already affecting us all. 

This century has seen the development of three major schools of management theory: 
scientific, human relations, and behavioral science. Only behavioral science remains 
a valid explanation of motivation and productivity and has answered the questions about 
individuals and groups that managers have asked. That does not mean, however, that 
scientific and human relations management have not provided some foundation on which 
behavioral scientists could build. ii -
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Scientific management's best known champion was F. W. Taylor, who emphasized 
time and motion studies, standards of performance, organization structures, and an 
identification of the placement of authority and responsibility. Taylor's work is criti
cized, often unjustly, for its lack of concern for people. 

The human relations movement is often identified with an outward concern for people, 
company-sponsored activities, and fringe benefits; it is also known as manipulative and 
insincere. h1 an effort to create a happy family atmosphere, morale was emphasized 
at the expense of results. The outcome was often happy, but unproductive, workers. 

The behavioral science movement is marked by a concern both for production and 
for the individu.al . Its research not only is applied to the total organization and is ori
ented toward economic objectives or results but also is humanistic and concerned with 
the development of both vertical and horizontal interpersonal competence. One of the 
most notable characteristics of the movement that sets it apart from its forerunners 
and adds to its credibility is the interdisciplinary· nature of its reseru:ch. Psychologists, 
economists, sociologists, anthropologists, linguists, and educators are now contributing 
to a growing body of knowledge in a unified, interdependent fashion. 

It is generally agreed that th.e work of Elton Mayo and his associates at the Western 
Electric Company's Hawthorne plant marked the merger of industry and science. This 
classic study has given us the term Hawthorne effect and is known by even the most 
junior manager. Although Mayo's findings a.re still debated by behavioral scientists, 
their general thrust is the effect of group pressure on individual behavior. 

Roughly 10 years after the publication of the Hawthorne studies, Lewin (6) was able 
to prove that groups have a personality of their own and that the group personality was 
identifiable in terms of attitudes, values, and goals. These basic discoveries, coupled 
with knowledge generated by the Hawthorne studies, spawned a new field of study known 
as organizational behavior. Organizational behavior, in turn, grew into the larger dis
cipline of behavioral science. 

In 1959, Herzberg (4, 5) published his highly ·COnb.·oversial rootivation-bygieue theory, 
which states that the opposite of job satisfaction is not job dissatisfaction, but a lack of 
satisfaction. Conversely, the opposite of job dissatisfaction is not job satisfaction, but 
a lack of dissatisfaction. Herzberg identified certain conditions called job content fac
tors or, simply, satisfiers, the presence of which allowed job satisfaction and the ab
sence of which disallowed the opportunity for job satisfaction. He also identified cer
tain job context factors or dissatisfiers , the presence of which l ed to job dissatisfaction 
and the absence of which simply disallowed the opportunity for job dissatisfaction. 

Satisfiers are the opportunity for achievement, recognition, responsibility, ad
vancement, growth, and the work itself. Dissatisfiers are company policy and ad
ministration, supervision., working conditions, interpersonal relationships, salary, 
status, job security, and family life. 

McGregor's book (8) has become a classic text on the theory of management. 
McGregor saw management as a profession but one that must be based 011 available 
scientific and tecbnical knowledge to be professional. He saw a gulf between business
men and those who were developing behavioral theory, recognized a need for mutual 
support, and devoted much of his life to bringing the two together. 

In his theories of management, McGregor saw that men's assumptions of what people 
are like fell into two distinct and opposing attitudes: X and Y. Theory X states that 
people have an inherent dislike for work, tJ1at they will avoid it if they can, and that 
they must be coerced to work toward organizational goals. 1t also proposes that the 
average human has limited ambition, prefers to be directed, and wants security but 
little or no responsibility. 

Theory Y is an optimistic and realistic view. It postulates that work is as natural 
as play and rest and that men will exercise self-direction and self-control. lt also says 
that commitment to objectives is a function of reward and that people n0t only will ac
cept but will seek responsibility. Finally, theory Y states that most people are imagi
native and creative in problem-solving tasks but that their potentialities are being only 
partially utilized in vocational life. 

Theories X and Y have been confused by many managers. Many see the difference 
between X and Y management as the difference between hard or tough management and 



soft or easy management, and this is a misunderstanding of McGregor's basic findings. 
The misunderstanding is unfortunate, for the accurate definitions well illustrate the way 
managers look at themselves and their subordinates. 

Maslow (7) had no prior contact with either industrial or managerial psychology; 
however, he-was aware of possibilities for applying general psychological theory to the 
business environment. His journal (7), a diary of random thoughts, notes, and outlines, 
accomplished that application. The effect of this short publication on the behavioral 
science movement has been nothing short of explosive. Today his work is generally 
regarded as the modern foundation or cohesive force behind the entire behavioral sci
ence movement. 

His primary contribution was the application of his hierarchy of needs theory to the 
business environment. He postulated that, although external stimuli have an effect on 
111otivation, true 111.oti,."l'aticn is 3.n internal force that comes from within a person and 
cannot be imposed. He viewed man as a goal-oriented creature whose goals, or needs, 
fall into a clear hierarchy. These needs such as food, warmth, and sleep will motivate 
a person to act. Most importantly, once a group of needs has been fulfilled it no longer 
motivates, and the individual will then be motivated by the next higher level of needs. 
Conversely, the next level of needs will not motivate until the first group has been met. 
The hierarchy of needs proceeds as follows: physiological, safety, belongingness and 
love, esteem, and self-actualization (self-actualization is defined as becoming what one 
ii, able to become). 

Thus, with the discovery of the importance of groups and the fact that the personality 
of groups could be studied and recorded, business and science came together. Maslow 
contributed an understanding of the nature of motivation and the primary forces that 
motivate humans, Herzberg added complimentary knowledge on the nature of motivation 
in work groups, and McGregor gave us an understanding of the nature of man and the 
appropriate ways to deal with him in vocational society. Throughout the 1960's many 
more highly original contributions were made to the knowledge that now forms the basis 
for professional management. 

APPLICATION OF THEORY 

The most important comment that can be made regarding behavioral science is that 
all research has been directed toward the fact that men must manage and that their 
ability to do so successfully rests on their ability to understand and to deal with other 
people. 

The thrust of the research has been to develop understanding of such an order that 
a person may become what he has not been in the past. Although self-actualization 
can be difficult to achieve, it is far from impossible. Many scholars, academicians, 
and businessmen ask, How do we make professional managers out of nonmanagers, or 
how do we turn professional engineers into professional managers? 

The answer lies in knowledge and its application. The process involves two basic 
steps: self-development and organization development. The self-development tasks 
require a study of the important management-related ideas developed in the la.st 15 
years, considerable self-analysis, and development of a personal philosophy on man
agement that accepts both motivation theory and the need for results. 

The second step, organization development, is designed to introduce and perpetuate 
the conditions required in an organization for human effectiveness. These conditions 
fall into four basic groups: interpersonal competence, meaningful goals, helpful sys
tems, and achievement (self-actualization). Interpersonal competence involves respect 
for individuals, honest relationships, freedom to act, team orientation, and high ex
pectations. Meaningful goals are understandable, desirable, and attainable. Helpful 
systems are understandable, goal-oriented, controllable, and adaptive and provide feed
back to the users. Achievement (self-actualization) provides profits or service, per
sonal and professional growth, high mobility, minimum dissatisfaction, and a high trust 
factor and ls committed to goals. • 

Obviously, this portrayal is somewhat simplistic. Transforming a rigid, autocratic, : 
disjointed organization like the public works department discussed earlier is an intri-
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cately detailed, difficult, and above all time-consuming task. The department recog
nized that its problems were brought about by change soon after it implemented the new 
management concept. The system design was valid and potentially helpful, yet the sys
tem could not be managed because supervisors had not been prepared to manage it. The 
department correctly determined that the solution to its dilemma lay in adjusting the at
titude of supervisors toward the system, not in adjusting the system, and chose three 
concurrent means to accomplish this adjustment: modification of the organization 
structure, selected personnel reassignments, and an extensive training effort. 

Management was able to turn certain elements of the organization from a craft to a 
functional orientation through reorganization. This step was essential to introduce the 
importance of externally generated goals over the more usual set of internally generated 
goals. Modification also identified areas of duplicative work and forced its consolida
tion or elimination. Finally, the change did much to reduce and eliminate the artificial 
barriers to communication and cooperation that had existed between organization ele
ments. 

Personnel actions also played an important role. Most notable was the forced rota
tion of position assignments that maintained each supervisor's level of authority and 
responsibility (and his pride) but stripped away his carefully constructed supportive 
and protective devices. 

The personalized training effort was the cohesive element of the work. It used an 
unusual approach that drew on a variety of sources and included both classroom and 
highly individualized work with key supervisors. The goal of the training was a 
department-wide change in attitude from one of negativism and pessimism to one of 
positive, objective humanism with an orientation toward quantifiable results. 

The task faced by the public works organization is not to be taken lightly or in haste, 
yet the department's problems are nothing more than a management challenge. The ve
hicle used to solve the problems will not be a system but will be the application of pro
fessional management expertise. Therefore it is up to the professional manager rather 
than the systems designer to solve what is the most important, exciting, and challenging 
task. 

CONCLUSION 

We have discussed the tremendous impact of change and the concomitant requirement 
on managers to deal effectively with change. Managers have been presented with a 
clear choice regarding how they might approach this task: They might build and rely 
on systems, or they might rely on the management knowledge at their command. Be
cause they recognized a limited time resource and were unsure of their management 
talent, managers, during the 1960's, turned more to systems. A technologically ori
ented society, fascination with mathematically based decision processes, and computer 
availability underwrote this growing trend. Today many business managers are finding 
that the systems have grown out of proportion to their potential benefit, and some sus -
pect that many systems have become an end in themselves, that they have developed to 
a point where they no longer relate to the problems they were originally designed to 
solve. They also feel that the care and feeding of systems have spawned a whole new 
breed of specialists whose contribution is negligible at best. 

The science of management is becoming recognized. The successful application of 
its principles cannot be ignored. We predict a management renaissance in this decade 
and look forward, with anticipation, to the continuing development of professional 
managers. 
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THE EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM 
Leland G. Verheyen, Wisconsin Department of Transportation 

The paper consists of a brief review of some behavioral science findings 
on the motivation of employees and the description of a system for employee 
development. The development system consists of three basic activities: 
delegation of authority, opportunity to perform, and evaluation. The final 
part of the paper contains a review of the use of the system in the Wiscon
sin Department of Transportation. Each of the three basic activities is 
made up of steps to be followed in accomplishing these activities. Delega
tion is divided into defining job responsibilities, defining work objectives, 
and reviewing the required resources. The opportunity to perform is made 
up of the employee performing the job while the supervisor observes, as
sists, coaches, and trains him. The evaluation process consists of the 
employee reporting progress, the supervisor checking progress, and the 
employee and supervisor measuring progress against objectives. 

•THE FOUNDATION for the Employee Development System (EDS) of the Wisconsin 
Department of Transportation lies in a statement by Herzberg (1): "The precept that 
the worker has to work out of duty is no longer valid and it is becoming apparent to 
management that the worker must be willing-if not eager-to work. Once this is rec
ognized, managers have a responsibility to do something about the motivation to work." 
EDS was developed to provide a supervisory process based on recent developments in 
the field of management. This paper will review several concepts on the theories of 
motivation and present a system that uses these concepts in supervising employees. 

BACKGROUND 

Maslow (2) states that there are only five basic needs that motivate man: physio
logical needs, safety needs, belongingness and love needs, esteem needs, and the need 
for self-actualization. If an employee can satisfy these needs through his job he should 
be willing to work. The physiological needs of our employees, and in fact of most 
working people in this country, are being met to a reasonable degree. There are very 
few employed persons who do not earn enough to provide food, shelter, clothing, and 
other basic essentials for themselves and their families. Therefore, this need will not 
be addressed. 

Employee safety needs can be viewed from two perspectives. Part revolves around 
his desire to be free from physical harm. The safety program of our department is 
designed to safeguard the employee from physical danger at work. The other part is 
related to the need for job security. This security is threatened by the supervisor's 
evaluation of the employee and changes in the job. EDS recognizes this need and tries 
to satisfy a portion of both the safety need and the belonging or love need. The major 
emphasis of this system, however, is to satisfy the esteem needs and the self
actualization need. 

Employee motivation can also be viewed from the perspective of the responsibilities 
given employees. Many management systems used in the past and much of the theory 
used by some present day managers are based on relieving the employee of any type of 
responsibility. This is one of the basics of scientific management as seen by Taylor 
(3), the originator of many concepts of industrial engineering. Herzberg (1) analyzed 
the effects of Taylor's theory as -
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Managers soon adopted the principal of scientific management, with its basic discipline
industrial engineering. The essence of industrial engineering as applied to people is to remove the 
effects of one of the prime laws of psychology, the law of individual differences. This is, if one 
man has ten talents, another nine, and others eight, seven, six, and on down the line to one, the 
most efficient procedure would be to structure and limit the work task so that the one talent 
held in common would be utilized. This technique provides for the elimination of variability or 
individual differences. In this way the possibility of error is minimized, but the maximization of 
the waste of human talents also takes place. I he ten, nine, eight, and so on tahmls Llial µeople 
possess are suppressed in order to insure freedom from error .... 

People were thought to be delighted with the fact that they did not have to make decisions. 
Management believed that those people were happy workers who did not have the responsibilities 
of management. The concept of the idyllically happy worker attuned to the factory system in 
which all decisions were made for him was as erroneous as the Rousseauan myth of the Noble 

Herzberg' s study of the satisfied and dissatisfied employee shows that the satisfied 
employee (a) has a job worth doing (in the employee's estimation), (b) has the opportu
nity for achievement in the task be is doing, (c) is given recognition for achievement, 
(d) has an opportwiity for advancement (growth), and (e) has responsibilities. These 
five common satisfiers are motivators that all relate to the task an employee is given 
to do. EDS attempts to provide these motivators. Advancement will be accomplished 
as the en1ployee develops both himself a...-rid his job. 

M Gregor (!) developed generalizations, which provide a basis for new theory with 
respect to the management of human resources. He states that managers who make the 
following assumptions will allow employees to satisfy their needs for esteem and self
actualization at work. 

1. Expenditure of physical and mental effort in work is as natural as it is in play or 
rest. 

2. External control and threat of punishment are not the only means of bringing about 
effort toward organizational objectives. Man will exercise self-direction and self
control in the service of objectives to which he is committed. 

3. Commitment to objectives is a function of rewards associated with achievement 
of objectives. 

4. The average human being learns, under proper conditions, not only to accept but 
also to seek responsibility. 

5. The capacity for exercising a relatively high degree of imagination, ingenuity, 
and creativity in organizational problem solving is widely distributed in the population. 

6. In modern industrial life, the intellectual potential of the average human being is 
only partially utilized. 

Using these assumptions, a manager will allow an employee to achieve his own goals 
by directing his efforts towatd the objectives of the enterprise. McGregor identified 
four steps of the strategy: clarification of broad job requirements, establishment of 
specific 'target '' fora l"mit d t ime pe,·iod, use of a management process during the 
target period, and appraisal of results. In EDS an attempt is made to use this strategy. 

The training staff of Wisconsin DOT developed EDS, which was built on three activ
ities: delegation, opportunity to perform, and evaluation. Each activity comprises 
several steps. Success of EDS depends on accomplishment of each step of the system. 
Some steps must be accomplished by the supervisor; some by the employee, and some 
by the combined effort of the supervisor and employee. 

DELEGATION 

In delegating responsibilities, the employee and the supervisor first review the 
employee's job description. In reviewing this job desc1•iption, they must try to under
stand the efforts of all individuals toward goal accomplishment. They can get a better 
perspective of the functions of an individual employee by looking at a cross section of 
functions performed at several levels in the organization. If the functions carried out 
by all individuals in the organization were placed in a cylindrical file, a cross section 
could be viewed at the position of a worker, a supervisor, or a manager (Fig. 1). 

---
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The functions of a worker can vary greatly. Functions of the supervisor and the 
manager also vary over a large range. For reasons of example the function of a typ
ical worker, a typical supervisor, and a typical manager will be reviewed. 

The functions of a typical worker (Fig. 2) are broken into three categories: produc
tion, supervisory, and managerial. Most efforts of the worker are related to producing 
an item or a service at or below a specified cost (time, money, and materials) and at 
or above some quality standard. In addition to these production efforts, he is involved 
in several supervisory functions: He tries to improve methods of performing his 
production function, is trained and trains others to do his job, and may be coached by 
his supervisor or coach helpers or co-workers. He also directs some of his efforts to 
managerial areas. He tries to influence the organization through suggestions and dis
cussion on items such as plaIU1ing and organizing and attempts to influence the methods 
and amount of control the organization has on him and his environment. Even though 
he is not an official representative of the organization, he represents it in his contacts 
with the public both while at work and during nonworking hours. Many managers see the 
only function of a worker as production. This is a shortsighted view of the worker's 
function and ability. 

Figure 3 shows the functions of a typical supervisor. In the production process, he 
assists subordinates in the unusual or more difficult tasks. Much of his time is spent 
in developing production methods, training and being trained, and coaching and being 
coached. He reports to management and receives reports from workers and other 
supervisors and participates in three functions that are not performed by the workers: 
the budget process, cost analysis, and production quotas. He coordinates the work of 
the worker, selects workers to do each task, and may be involved in choosing new em
ployees. In discussions with management about planning and organization, he may rec -
ommend policies and procedures for control of the enterprise. He represents the 
organization to the worker and to the public formally and informally. The supervisor 
is involved in more functions than any person in the organization, and yet he probably 
has less background to accomplish his functions, when entering his supervisory job, 
than any other person in the organization. 

The manager's job (Fig. 4) requires a considerable change in direction of effort 
from that of the supervisor. He is still involved in coaching and being coached, training 
and being trained, staffing, determining the best production methods, and reporting on 
the activities of the organization and on outside influences on the organization. He co
ordinates the work of several supervisors and devotes energy to the budget process. 
However, he must develop more sophisticated methods for handling the managerial 
processes of planning, organizing, controlling, and representing the organization. The 
manager does not get involved in the production process. 

A careful analysis of the functions of the individual must be made to determine where 
his job is located in this imaginary file. Job description and job functions must coincide. 
After the worker and his supervisor determine the employee's function and review his 
job description, the first step of the delegation process can be taken. A listing of job 
responsibilities can be made jointly by the employee and his supervisor so that there is 
a mutual understanding of the job responsibilities. Figure 5 shows a typical job re
sponsibility form. These statements are written in the action mode to ensure an under
standing of the action to be taken by the supervisor and the employee. The employee 
will generally view this process of mutual agreement as one that gives him more control 
over his environment. The process goes a long way toward satisfying his need for job 
security and provides some feeling of belongingness for him. 

In the next step in the delegation process, the employee and his supervisor de
velop specific objectives to be met. The objectives should meet the following criteria: 

1. They must be listed so that the specific accomplishment is well-defined. 
2. They must be measurable units (i.e., parts per hour or per week, complaints per 

month, or deadlines). 
3. They must be realistic, achievable goals. Objectives that cannot be achieved will 

only defeat the delegation process and lessen the employee's motivation. If the objec
tives are too easily attained, the process will do little to help the employee motivate 



Figure 1. Job function file. Figure 2. Worker job functions. 

Figure 3. Supervisor job functions. Figure 4. Manager job functions. 

Figure 5. Job responsibility form. 

EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM 

Name 

John Doe 

State specific areas for which the employee is responsible. 

Lisr rhc Functions performed under his command. 

THI, 

Supenrisor and Employee must work together in developing these job responsibililies. 

1. Obtain insurance for all vehicles ow11cd by the Dej)arrment of Transportation . 

2, Recommend insur,1.11ce coverage requirements of all Department of Transportation equipment, 

3. Negotiate scttlemcnr of D.O ,T . damage claims on members of the public. 

4. Etc. 

Insurance Specialist 

Oa1e 

May 13, 1972 

--



himself. As a general rule it is better to have objectives that can be accomplished 
easily than to have objectives that cannot be reached at all. This is especially true 
over short periods of time. 
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4. They must relate to job responsibilities. These criteria will remove the artificial 
barriers frequently placed between the employee and the accomplishment of his task. 
As the employee and supervisor develop and then review the list of objectives, all ob
jectives that do not relate to the job responsibilities should be removed, or the job re
sponsibilities should be changed. For example, in Figure 5 an objective to attend the 
annual highway construction conference is unrelated to the job responsibilities. This 
objective only results in another item interfering with the accomplishment of the other 
objectives. 

5. They should include at least one area of growth. This will allow the employee to 
do a maximum job in his present position or prepare himself for advancement to more 
challenging positions. To define growth areas requires that caution be taken to outline 
only small amounts of development at a time. A small growth increment during short 
time spans is more successful than taking large growth steps over long time periods. 

Figure 6 shows some of the objectives developed for the insurance specialist. Ob
jectives 1 through 4 relate to the first job responsibility (Fig. 5). They specify, in 
measurable terms and with time limits attached, the job to be done. Objective 4 re
sults in establishment of a method to measure attainment of the first three objectives. 
Objectives 5, 6, and 7 relate to the second job responsibility. The sixth objective is an 
item of self-development or growth and requires that additional knowledge be gained. 
All of these objectives are a result of in-depth discussion between a supervisor and an 
employee. 

Many supervisors fail in the final step in the delegation process. The definition of 
job responsibility and the setting of job objectives will be of no value unless the em
ployee is given resources to accomplish the task. This resource review process re
quires that the supervisor discuss with the employee at least 10 resource items that 
may be needed in reaching his objectives (Fig. 7). If the necessary resources are 
available to the supervisor, he can make a selection and furnish them immediately or 
when required. If the resources are not available, the supervisor may have to request 
the appropriate resources from his superior. The supervisor must inform upper 
management of the resources required by the worker. Lack of this communication 
will result in less efficient operations: Management will not be able to act because of 
the unknown problems. Many employees have been frustrated in their efforts to per
form their task by the absence of the necessary resources. If the enterprise cannot 
furnish a necessary resource, the employee should not be expected to accomplish the 
task. Either an alternate means for accomplishing the task must be identified and 
resources made available, or the employee must be relieved of the responsibility for 
task accomplishment. 

Discussions between the supervisor and worker usually generate information and 
ideas that are useful to management in streamlining or economizing the work of the 
enterprise. The supervisor will also obtain information on the work environment and 
the employee's attitudes on company policy and administration. After working with 
each employee in this delegation process, the supervisor can provide management with 
information otherwise not easily obtained from the work force. 

OPPORTUNITY TO PERFORM 

The delegation process identifies job responsibilities and specific job objectives and 
provides the resources required to meet these objectives. The employee must now be 
given an opportunity to perform his work. This opportunity should be coupled with an 
effort on the part of the supervisor to observe, assist, coach, and train the employee. 
These supervisory functions are essential to employee growth and development. 

The supervisor can observe the employee from several perspectives. Many methods 
may be used and should be used in accordance with the task being performed. 

1. Review the reports of the employee, and look for strengths and areas for im
provements. 



Figure 6. Work objective form. 

EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM 

Nam e Tille 

John Doe Insurance Specialist 

Work Objectives 

Sta.te the objecLIYe~ iii lllt!i:1.~Ultt.Lle yu.t.11lilk..t. 

SuperYisor and Employee must work together in developing these work objectives. 

l. Obtain insurance on all vehicles purchased by the D.0.T. prior to delivery of the vehicle. 

2. Obtain insurance renewals on all vehicles owned by the 0.0.T. prior to cancellation of old policies. 

J. Terminate insurance coverage on D.0.T. vehicles at the time of disposal of the vehicles. 

4. ivi,:1.u,~'""'.;, Ll:).: vf -;,.:hide:. ...,,;:,.J. L, ~!.; D.O.'!', ,.,,- !,_i,:~ inr!,u~P -: • O:itp nf purchase. i:fat,. of fir<.:t insnrance covera~e, length 
of coverage, dates of renewals, date of termjnation of coverage and date of disposal. 

5. Complete a study and submic a report of insurance requirements for all D.O.T. equipment by October 10, 1972. 

6. By June 15, 1972, obtain a working knowledge of recent changes in the Wisconsin insurance laws which will go into effect 
on January J, 1970. 

7. Present a report proposing changes in our present insurance coverage by August 15, 1972. 

8. Etc , 

Figure 7. Resource review form . 

EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM 

Name TIile 

John Doe insurance Specialise 

Resource ReYiew - Relate resources to work objectives, 

May 13, 1972 

Oa1e 

May 13, 1972 

I. Staff Requirements - Present staff of 2 can handle only Division of Highways equipment , Two additional staff rnembcrs will be required by Sepcember 1, 1972 

2. Space Requirements - Present space is sufficient for presem staff. Space for four staff members should be supplied on the fifth noor. 

3 Furniture Requirements - Present forniture sufficient for present location . Two desks, chairs, cables, bookcases and file cabinets will be required on fifth floor. 

4. Machinery Requirements - None 

S. Tool Requirements - None 

6. Supply Requirements - Present sources are sufficient. 

7. Communic.alions System Requirements - Present system is sufficient. 

8. Personal knowledge, skills and abilities review - Take course in 1972 Ln su rance Law Changes at U,W. Extension May 28, 29 and 30, Attend Management 
Course in Effective Writing. 

9 . Sources or Information - Presen t periodicals and bulletins are sufficient. 

iu. Type:s uf Cu111111u1,iCi.tliOii tu t,1; ra:eivcrl - List of purch.:i.:.e:., org::m!:!.:!tion2.! change~. Hsts nf rli.,pn!'tals 

11 , Budget - Present budget is sufficient. 
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2. Read copies of the employee's memos or letters (preferably after and not before 
they are delivered). 

3. Discuss the employee's work with him. 
4. Allow the employee to lead discussions in the supervisor's presence. 

The data collected in this observation process will be useful in the employee evalua
tion process. Effort should be made to see the employee from the viewpoint of peers, 
subordinates, and customers. 

The supervisor should assist the employee in the accomplishment of his task by 

1. Supporting him in decisions he has made, 
2. Supporting him in discussions concerning task performance, 
3. Introducing him to persons who can help him accomplish his tasks, or 
4. Performing tasks when the employee needs assistance or is unable to perform 

the task because of lack of skill or knowledge. 

These and other methods of assistance will help to satisfy the employee's belonging 
needs. And the supervisor must coach the employee in the same way as a sports coach 
handles a team. 

Operate From the Sidelines 

The supervisor should stand far enough (physically and mentally) from the task being 
performed to see not only the task of the individual but also the action surrounding the 
job, i.e., the conditions under which the task is being performed. 

Encourage Learning by Doing 

Supervising is not peering over the employee's shoulder until he is afraid to raise 
his arm for fear of hitting the supervisor in the head. Supervising is picking the proper 
task to give the employee the experience he needs and then letting him do it. It is 
providing the right conditions for doing and then making the doing meaningful. 

Hold to a Known Standard 

An employee must know what satisfactory performance is and how it will be mea
sured before he can be expected to perform effectively. 

Earn Respect 

A supervisor may be respected for his experience, his influence with the boss, his 
superior knowledge, his broad understanding of the business, or his maturity of judg
ment. But he must also be respected for his ability to coach. 

Create a Climate of Confidence 

A supervisor must show that he believes in his subordinates and in their capacity to 
improve. He must approve of them as people and believe in their ability to grow. 

Use Demonstrations Wisely 

Before a supervisor gives a demonstration, he should discuss with the employee 
what he is expected to observe. After the demonstration, the supervisor should deter
mine what the employee did observe. 

Allow for Individual Differences 

A coach takes the natural material he finds and tries to improve it, but he does not 
try to change the employee. A supervisor should capitalize on individual differences 
and help each employee with his particular strengths and weaknesses. 

Let People Know Where They Stand 

A supervisor should frequently discuss performance with his subordinates. 
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Ask Questions to Encourage Thinking 

A supervisor helps his subordinates think through their problems, analyze their 
successes and failures, and plan more effectively for the future. 

Take Time and Have Patience 

By demonstrating patience and determination and by providing encouragement, a 
supervisor can inspire people to persevere until their goals have been reached. 

Work on One Thing at a Time 

If a supervisor attempts to work on several phases of performance at the same time, 
he will only confuse the workers, create unnecessary frustration, and destroy the em
ployee's confidence in his ability to improve. 

Repeat Coaching 

A supervisor can never be satisfied with a "once and done" coaching job. 

Training 

The supervisor must train the employee to perform his job in the most effective 
way possible. The capacity to learn is the central feature of human life, but some 
methods allow for faster learning than others. Tei:,ting; has show,1 that 83 percent of 
what we !mow was learned through sight. Visual processes and d onstrations are 
essential to the Learni ng processes . Although we remember only about 30 percent o! 
what we see, we r emember about 90 percent of what we s ay and do . Efforts should be 
made in the training process to have the employee explain and do the processes for 
the s upervisor. 

A s upervisor should build into this training p r ocess "see, say, and do" procedur es 
and methods of using repetition, ar ousing curiosity on the part of the employee, and 
offering training in areas that the employee perceives as important. Increased learn
ing can be accomplished by creating competition among employees in the lea rning 
situation or competition of an employee against himself. (The job instruction training 
processes developed by the armed services are a good guide.) 

Although the supervisor is not expected to be a professional trainer he should try to 
learn, as part of his self-development, as much as possible about the principals of 
learning and habit formulation. A study of these principals will go a long way toward 
understanding human nature and the motivation drives of employees. 

EVALUATION 

The employee now has a job delegated to him, and he has had an opportunity to per
form the job ,vhile the supervisor observes, assists , coaches, and trains. It is now 
possible to evaluate the performance of the employee. The evaluation process should 
be made in three steps : The employee should report on his progress, the supervisor 
should check that progress, and they should be built into the job so that reportmg is 
done as all other parts of the job responsibilities are accomplished. 

The supervisor must collect information about job performance during the period 
the employee is performing the task. Production records, data relating to services 
performed, or complaints received should be gathered on a continuing basis. This in
formation and the data presented by the employee can then be used to check on the 
progress of the employee. 

The employee and supervisor together should then look at the data collected and re
ported to measure the p:r·ogress against the objectives established during the delegation 
process. The objectives were originally written to indicate the quality or quantity of 
work to be done and a deadline by which the work should be done. The objectives and 
the data should now be compared. Comparisons should show both positive and negative 
factors relating to progress (Fig. 8). 

In filling in the progress check, the employee and the supervisor must openly discuss 
= --
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the accomplishment of the tasks and the obstacles encountered in accomplishing these 
tasks. Part of the negative factors may be a listing of these obstacles. The positive 
factors and negative factors probably will also reflect the timeliness of the super
visor's providing the necessary resources that were identified in the resource review. 
After a discussion of each of the objectives and the listing of these factors, the em
ployee and the supervisor should record the number of objectives established and the 
number accomplished. 

The final step in this evaluation process is the listing, by the supervisor and em
ployee, of the major strengths of the employee and areas for improvement. These 
statements should be based on the objectives met and the positive and negative factors 
noted .. This final step of the evaluation process is based on a completely positive view 
of the employee. No negative statements are made. The areas for improvement 
should be used during the next delegation process to see that the objectives, job as
signments, and resources are arranged to provide this improvement. The supervisor 
will again, as in the delegation process, obtain information useful to management on 
the attitudes and ideas of employees. This results in the supervisory staff, at all 
levels, being more valuable as a resource for planning, organizing, and controlling the 
enterprise. 

RECYCLING 

After this evaluation, the entire process should be repeated. The job responsibili
ties should be reviewed and if necessary modified. New objectives should be developed 
(employees will generally set higher objectives each succeeding time this is done) and 
resources allocated to the employee. The employee should again be allowed to perform 
the task while the supervisor observes, assists, coaches, and trains. And the super
visor and employee should once again evaluate the progress by reporting progress, 
checking progress, and measuring performance against the objectives. 

This cycle should be repeated at intervals that meet the needs of the employee. 
Some employees require a very short time interval of only a month or two. Other 
employees may require the process to be repeated only once a year. It is suggested, 
however, that the first cycle never be longer than 4 months and adjustments in cycle 
length be made after the first round. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This process was developed and first used in the training and safety section of Wis
consin DOT. An experiment was developed to test the system, and we felt the experi
mental use of the process would best be done with a problem employee. At the time 
we had an employee working on a limited-term basis in our mail and supply room who 
was having some difficulty adjusting to work requirements. The supervisor-employee 
relationship had become very strained, and the employee probably would have been let 
go. We had him transferred to the training and safety section where we had a vacancy 
for handling audiovisual (A-V) equipment. This job required the employee to check 
out equipment to department employees, maintain records on where the equipment was 
being used, maintain equipment, and assist the training officers in accomplishing tasks. 

He was given individual tasks to accomplish and some general direction in handling 
A-V equipment. He was a problem and had difficulty doing anything right. Equipment 
was lost or did not operate properly, invitations to programs were sent for the wrong 
days or wrong programs, and services of the training and safety section dropped rapidly. 

The employee and his supervisor then tried EDS. The first cycle used was for less 
than a month. Improvements in performance were seen immediately, and by the end 
of 6 months the employee had eliminated nearly all errors in the A-V equipment han
dling and had taken on, in addition to all other parts of his job, the job of coordinating 
50 programs being presented around the state. This involved hiring the consultant 
trainer, arranging for training facilities, issuing invitations, introducing the trainer 
at sessions or arranging to have someone else introduce him, and doing an evaluation 
of the trainer and the training session. This was a much higher level of work than the 
employee had performed in the past. 
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Figure 8. Progress check. 

Positive Factors Negative Factors 

Accuracy of Work 

a u,rntlty of Work 

Tin1eliness of Work 

Figure 9. Wisconsin DOT EDS. 

DELEGATION 

' P.1< tf";w" 
REVIEW THE JOB DESCRIPTION 

LIST MAJOR 
JOB RESPONSIBILITIES 

'-.. ,,1:;:3 

ESTABLISH KEY 
WORK OBJECTIVES 

REVIEW AND 
SEJ.ECT RESOURCES 

-» 

I EMPLOYEE UtVtLUr-1v1c,,i, SYSTEM I 
OPPORTUNITY TO PERFORM 

~ ~ 
~ " PERFORM , 

' ~ b 

EVALUATION 

CHECK PROGRESS 

MEASURE PERFORMANCE 

AGAINST OBJECTIVES 

.. .. 
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Following this experiment, the system was presented to a group of supervisors for 
their evaluation. One of these supervisors, a materials engineer, implemented the 
system in his section and has been using the system for 2 years now. The results 
have not been so dramatic as in the case of the problem employee, but the materials 
engineer is most satisfied, and his section now has an outstanding record of success. 
(The process is now offered to any supervisor who wishes to use it.) 

Employees who have been involved in EDS generally feel that they have more control 
over their job environment (security need). They acquire a feeling of being successful 
in accomplishing their objective (esteem need). They receive recognition for this 
accomplishment during the evaluation process (esteem needs). They feel that they are 
an essential part of the organization and that the accomplishment of their objectives is 
essential to the success of the organization (belongingness need). And they feel they 
have grown enough in their jobs to allow them to take on more responsibility (self
actualization). 

The process shown in Figure 9 satisfies the needs outlined by Maslow and provides 
the satisfiers outlined by Herzberg. Use of EDS has resulted in employees with a 
high degree of motivation toward task accomplishment. EDS only works, however, 
when the supervisor believes in the ability of the employee to satisfy his own needs 
while satisfying the needs of the organization. 
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